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"| UNITED STATES .< ERNMENT a . {CC 

Memorandum 

: MP, C. Sullivan | «*baTE:February 3, 1968 

_ \ : ¢ 3 ® Bie os BMP 6: Cc. De DeLoach 
FROM: ? G, €, Hoore ACY \W7 : a Mr. W. C. Sullivaa 

. . a SUBJECT:  COUNTERINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM 2 
BLACK NATIONALIST=-HATE GROUPS 
RACIAL INTELLIGENCE 

PURPOSE? 
To expand the Counterintelligence Program eesigned 

to neutralize miijitant black nationalist groups from 23 to . 
41 field divisions so as to cover the great majorit ty of Diack 
mationalist activity in this sountry. 

{ BACKGROUND: 
By letter dated August 25, 1967, 23 field offices 

were advised of a new Counterinteiligence Program designed 
to neutralize militant eee nationalists and prevent violence 

& i on their part, Goals of this program are to prevent the coalition 
Of militant black nat “ionalist groups, prevent the rise of a 
deader who mignt unify and electrify these violence-prone : 
eclements, prevent these militants from gaining ete gate aan) 
ang prevent the growth ef these groups among America's youth j 
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CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS : 
an view of the ¢x remendous increase in black nationalist 

activity, and the approach of summer, this program should be 
expanded and these goais should be reiterated to the field. 
Attached airtel also anstructs the field to submit periodic 
progress Retters to stimulate oe ing in this area. tL’ 
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‘Attached airtel also reminds/the field that counterintel- 
| ligence suggestions to expose these milit fanSs or ngutyariize 
them must be approved by the Bureau, 
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That attached airtel expanding this program, defining 
goais and instructing periodic progress letters be submitted 
be sent Albany and the other listed field offices. 

ACTION: 

ALL UNFOSHAT YAN COMT ATED : RTEIN IG UR-Y -s7erzp , , Te 
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